
A Franco-American ceremony.

November 7, 1951 was a remarkable day for me and I will remember all my life is 
that when the Americans hand over to France Golo

Future crew in the United States for four days in the large base of San Diego, on 
the Pacific coast, and we have already described elsewhere yesterday, the beautiful 
air travel we have done to get here. If flying has become commonplace now, it was 
not so in 1951.
Then this afternoon, will be held the ceremony of transfer. As soon as the lunch, 
we all prepare and put on hold output to make us number one on board, and some have 
been there this morning, one or two of each service to reconnoitre.
Except the second officer which has already been the Laita, ex LST 177, a person, I 
think none of us embarked on this type of building that our navy has already ten 
two that sailed over and never received the NATO issue and because NATO did not 
exist a few years ago. These buildings are in service in Indochina. 

Languages and going well ... And it gossiped and it says anything ... real 
gossip ... Yes, we embark on a boat with a flat bottom, it does not hold the sea, c 
' is like a soap box in the water ... With the swell through the helmsman can not 
hold her course, the boat ripe ... The helmsman writes his name on the water ... We 
will be awfully jerk ...

Personally, I "already" nineteen months of marine and share photos on the Normandy 
landings, I've never seen a ship like this with doors at the front instead bow. A 
boat without a keel and flat bottom. For me, this is nonsense, and even more so 
with seven of my friends we come from the large cruiser Georges Leygues, a real 
boat as it should with bow wave to split and create its passage, and a true keel.
I think my friends are in the same state of mind at the sight of this "shoe," as 
even our other  Around

jokers.fifteen hours, two buses take us on the quay along the edge where, under the 
direction of the master gunner and Bidel we expect the signal in order to board. 
Here we have plenty of time to admire our "ship" (we already know a few words of 
English). It is freshly painted, you must leave a site and painting both outside 
and inside, as we will note later, there will not be a single spot, not an anomaly, 
whatsoever of any dirt or rust. They have done things! However, here and there, on 
board, you can still see many of the men who operate occasionally mop! A to Z, the 
handover ceremony must be perfect and exemplary, the boat also.
973 number painted on the front indicates that it is the building of this type 
973rd out of various U.S. shipyards for the purpose of Second World War.
Americans do not say 973, they call it: LST nine, seven, three.
Meanwhile the authorities, we will implement, the French crew back to port, part of 
the American crew, starboard. The photo will be taken I found along the railing in 
front of the second master radio.
A military band takes place on the bow to starboard and then comes authorities: 
firstly, our officers, with in head Lieutenant Commander Leveque, our commander, 
U.S. officers who leave their side as soon as the transfer is complete. They are 
followed by French and American officials. For both countries, there is government 
officials and armed forces. So there are civilians and military personnel, 
including two admirals of the Navy of the United States.
Course, are the helmsmen who are honored for the movements of the French and 
American flags that will take place. Golo has three helmsmen, the QM1 C. go back to 
hoist the national flag, the sailor B. will raise the front of the bowsprit. And I 



am the youngest of three, I'll simply the ranks with the other members of the crew.
Entire audience turned backwards, the music will play for the colors to which the 
banner 48 stars (50 today) will be returned, as well as the U.S. national anthem 
and salute us all as we were ordered to do so.
then it will be the ceremony which will see the French flag tricolor simultaneously 
mount the horn and bowsprit, French seamen low caps, and soon restyled to greet the 
Marseillaise American music have probably learned for the occasion.
This was followed by a French officer, we do not see that this time the 
presentation of Commander Lévêque his crew with the consecrated formula: officers, 
petty officers, seamen and QM LST Golo, you will recognize your commander 
Lieutenant Commander Lévêque ... and you will obey him in everything you command 
for the good service and the success of arms of

 France.'sceremony is over, the official board and leave the French sailors spread 
at home in their new boat with some Americans all speak French, which will remain 
with us a few days designated to guide us, to help us assimilate different services 
according to the peculiarities of such a
building.,and I will become friends with the signalman QM (quartermaster) 
Bartholomew, a large black boy from Louisiana who had Buick Eigth (in France we 
were still on the bike and the bike) and it is in his "wagon", as he said, with his 
old French speaking Cajun, we will make the same evening, Buick crowded in the 
border city of Tijuana, Mexico, watering our way Golo delivery to        France.
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